Presidential Primary: 3 Supervisor Seats Challenged

T

Thomas “Tom” Fox - District 2

he coming June 7th Presidential primary
election may bring out more voters than
usual as is being seen across the country. Many
people are voting out the old establishment in a
show of discontent of the direction the country
has gone in the past 8 years. So far, businessman Donald J. Trump has a considerable lead
with Republican voters much to the chagrin of
the Republican establishment. Hillary Clinton
appears to be pulling away from Bernie Sanders within the Democratic race even though
Clinton is under an FBI investigation for using
a private unsecure server for communications
while she was Secretary of State. Clinton also
illegally used her Blackberry while in Russia,
China and Vietnam. Emails obtained by Judicial Watch show that Clinton revealed the
whereabouts of Ambassador Stevens during the
Benghazi attack on the consulate on Sept. 11th
which ended with his torturous death along
with three American paramilitary that tried to
save him and consulate workers. This is the
first case in which a Presidential candidate is
running while under investigation for multiple
felonies involving national security.
n the county front, three seats are up for
re-election: Thomas J. Fox, a retired executive and expert horseman is challenging
Judy Morris for Weaverville’s District 2; Diane Richards, Editor of the Trinity Gazette and
rancher is challenging John Fenley for Hayfork/Southern Trinity District 5; and Barbara

O
Diane Richards - District 5

“Bobbi” Chadwick, rancher and livestock
expert, and Lloyal Walker, locksmith and
gunsmith, are both challenging Karl Fisher
for Hayfork/Douglas City District 3. The
Board of Supervisor meetings have seen
record attendance by concerned citizens
regarding the State of Jefferson movement
and cannabis cultivation crackdowns by
code enforcement. Regardless of the majority opinion of those attending, the three
Supervisors up for election have chosen
to not support the State of Jefferson forcing the people to run petitions and submit
these directly to the State of California. Barbara “Bobbi” Chadwick - Dist.3
Many voters complain that these Supervisors are not listening and acting on the issues important to many voters. The illegal
practice of “closed sessions” has been held
under both Supervisors Morris and Fisher
as chairpersons of the Board.
n fact, last BOS meeting featured a closed
session of over two hours for “evaluation of County Counsel” whereby it is alleged that the BOS is illegally discussing
county business behind closed doors during
these illegal sessions. This is a violation of
the Brown Act. A knowing violation of the
Brown Act with the intent to deprive the
public of information to which it is entitled
is a crime. To make a change in how Trinity
Lloyal Walker - Dist. 3
County is run, be sure to be registered to
vote by May 21st.

I

Commercial Cannabis Cultivation Initiative to Circulate Countywide

T

he Elections Office has given a
Ballot Title & Summary for the
proposed Trinity County Commercial Medical Marijuana Initiative that
was submitted on February 29th. The
proponent is Diane Richards of Hayfork who is also a candidate for the
Supervisor seat for District 5 and is
the Editor of the Trinity Gazette. Ms.
Richards has hosted over a year of
monthly public meetings for Cannabis Stakeholders with two Supervisors
in attendance for most of those meetings. Although a proposal of regulations was drawn up that mirrored those
that are now in place in Humboldt
County, the Board of Supervisors
and the Planning Commission chose
to not consider the proposal worked
on for over a year. The stakeholders

then decided to draw up a petition for
an initiative to let the voters of Trinity
County decide on this critical issue. As
a member of the Trinity Collaborative
for two years, Ms. Richards proposed
to the collaborative a means to reduce
forest fuel loads known as shaded fuel
breaks whereby the forest is thinned
in critical areas such as roadsides and
ridges. Shaded fuel breaks have proven
a highly effective treatment of forest
areas that allows for safer ingress and
egress along roads and allows a strategic location for firefighting logistics.
The project of creating 1000 miles of
shaded fuel breaks along county roads
was accepted by both the Trinity Collaborative, the Board of Supervisors and
the U.S. Forest Service and is now the
number one project within the Shasta-

Trinity Forest program of work. The only
thing holding back the project is funds to
complete the project. Ms. Richards saw a
chance to take two problems, fire danger
and cannabis cultivation and turn them
into a solution within this initiative. It is
estimated that $1 billion dollars of cannabis is produced in Trinity County each
year. Trinity County is also regarded as
the producer of the highest grade of cannabis in the country. As it stands, that

$1 billion dollars is transacted outside
of Trinity County. This initiative will allow for cannabis to be cultivated and sold
commercially as state law now allows
within Trinity County. A small percentage (between 1 to 1.5%) of those sales
is projected to net as much as 15 million
dollars a year for the fire districts to train
and pay firefighters to do the work they
now do for free which will allow districts
to keep these trained firefighters and pay
continued on page 7

STUNNING New Pentagon Email Should Disqualify
Hillary Clinton for President

by Bill Callen | Top Right News
A stunning email that had been hidden for
more than 3 years by the Obama Administration has been released after legal action by
Judicial Watch, and it presents a stunning indictment of Hillary Clinton as un-qualified to
be America’s Commander-in-Chief. This critical email shows the Pentagon urgently offering help to the unfolding attack in Benghazi
on September 11, 2012. And although it came
after the first wave of the attack at the consulate, it occurred before a mortar strike
on the CIA annex killed Ty Woods and Glenn Doherty. As Judicial Watch notes, the
new email ‘leaves no doubt military assets were offered and ready to go, and awaiting
State Department signoff, which did not come.” In other words, the Pentagon was
offering military assets that potentially could have saved the lives of American citizens — if only the State Department had signed off. Of course, we all remember who
was leading the State Department at that time. Everyone’s favorite leading Democrat
candidate for president, Hillary Clinton. Via The Right Scoop:
An email recently obtained by Judicial Watch shows that the Pentagon was demanding Hillary allow them to send help to Benghazi during the 2012 attack.
This would completely contradict the claim from Hillary and Leon Panetta that no
forces were available and within reach to provide help to the compound that was
under siege. From Fox News: As the attack on the U.S. consulate in Benghazi was
unfolding, a high-ranking Pentagon official urgently messaged Secretary of State
continued on page 6
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Letters to the Editor

Trump a “Bully.” I am not suggesting TRINITYGAZETTE.NET /MAR 2016/ PAGE 2
that you should vote or not vote for any- Building a Home A Crime?
one. I just need to defend a former friend
Harney County Ambush
who is being smeared. Like Donald Trump, I attended
According to Trinity County, I committed a
This attached came to me from Tim Smith New York Military Academy (“NYMA”) for high
crime by building me a home and not paying them perof Harney County. Tim is the former Vice Chair of school. In fact, in our senior year, together, Donald
mission to have it. It was to my understanding, that I
the Oregon Republican Party. Both of us are mem- was my captain, and I was his 1st Platoon Sergeant. I
had the right to a home and did not need permission to
bers of the Oregon Republican Central Commit- sometimes joke that I ran his first company for him,
have shelter. I did not know that Trinity only allows you
tee.
Company “A.” People don’t really change much from
to live in a 100 sq. ft. space before having to pay $137
The occupation of the Refuge was very wrong and the ages of 17 and 18, and I know this guy. I know
a sq. ft. (and up) to have shelter. When I received my
bound to end badly. Mr. Ammon is primarily re- him to be a good decent guy. We lived and breathed an
first letter from the county I immediately went to their
sponsible for this whole situation in the first place. Honor Code in those years. It wasn’t just a rule. It was
office. I specifically stated to them in person that I did
However, my thoughts are that this whole situation our way of life. Neither Donald, nor any other cadet
not believe they had the right to do this. However, as I
was handled very badly by many officials in Gov- who graduated with us would ever lie, cheat, or steal
did not know the “right words” to say and or use, they
ernment. There was a movie once where the main from a fellow cadet. These values became irreversliterally just smiled at me and gave me their codes and
character Cool Hand Luke said, “What we have ibly intertwined in the fabric of our personalities, of
some of their rules and made me pay and sign a permit
here is a failure to communicate!” as he was sur- who we are. Of the 99 guys (no girls in those days) in
to destroy my home or face “liens on my property, posrounded by authorities who were in the process of our class, there is not one who I know who has a bad
sibly $100 per day fines, and possible complications if
apprehending him. I would say that pretty much de- word to say about Donald Trump. Think of it. With all
I decide to sell”. I did all that I knew to do. I even paid
scribes how some government workers in author- the jealousies which arise in high school and thereafan Attorney to look into it and all I got was a copy of the
ity failed to communicate properly. It also quite ter, with all the potential envy, not one of us has anyway Trinity County enforces its codes. Then life hapshocking to read about ranchers being handcuffed thing other than positive memories of this man. How
pened! I lost my best friend to Cancer, my only son-inand thrown in the snow. It also very disturbing that could we? He was an “A” student, a top athlete, and
law dies in a freak accident on his way to see his father,
a woman was stopped with her children and had as a leader, he was highly respected. We never feared
and my old man left me and took my best guard dog, and
guns pointed at them. The government build up him, yet we never wanted to disappoint him. He had
here comes the county again with their threats. I had no
of lots amounts of resources seems to me be way our respect. He was never a bigot in any way, shape
energy to fight and I could not seem to find the truth, so
over the top for dealing with 30 people holed up or form. He only hates those who hate. Of course he
I did as the county wanted and pulled my house to the
out in the boondocks. During my 27 year career in denounces the KKK. As to the discussion with the
ground. I sent the county pictures and they sent me a
Corrections, I have done many hundreds of arrests New York Times, it is his choice to release the ‘off
of convicted offenders, with police assistance and the record’ remarks. However, if he does, it opens the
without police. In my opinion, the ambush style ar- door for all political opposition to make that demand
rest of these people on a rural public highway was for everyone, and that means that our press will never
bound to result in somebody being killed. Mr. Am- get those ‘off the record’ remarks which help them to
mon and other occupiers were basically appearing understand the realities of the campaign. Moreover,
in Burns regularly and could have been arrested at the idea that Donald Trump confessed some alternate
any time. When I was employed in government, it theory of his position is preposterous. Can anyone bewas always foremost in my mind that I worked for lieve that all those NY Times reporters are walking
the citizens and not for my superiors. I always knew around knowing some deep dark nasty secret about a
I was accountable for my actions according to the guy who is seeking an endorsement? The Republican
LAW of the People. No government employee has establishment is afraid of Donald Trump. Why? They
the right to abuse others in the performance of their are afraid that he will lose to Hillary. They don’t hate
duties. We must always make sure that government Donald. They hate her. They are so fearful that they
letter that they are happy that I was in compliance and
employees understand that they work for the Pub- fail to see that by expanding the base of voters for
would not be coming to inspect my property. No apollic. A failure to do this only invites abuse by some Trump, he is more likely to win. Watching the chorus
ogy for making me homeless, just closer for them. I tell
individuals in authority acting by their own inclina- of whiners, decriers, denigrators, and self-righteous
you these personal things as this is what the government
tions instead doing what is right. 			 put-down experts from so many directions, from Mit
is counting on, that your life will get in the way of de			
Ron Glynn
Romney, to Megyn Kelly, Little Mario, it has to make
fending yourself, and mine did. It is too late for me to
			
Wolf Creek, Oregon
you wonder. Why? Why are so many people so angry
keep my first house. My second house, when I ever get
with Donald Trump, that they are lying, name calling,
Let Me Tell You About Trump
the funds to build again, will stand until I am dead!!!!
ridiculing, and demeaning him as they do. Either they
I now know how I can protect myself and my property
As a law firm, we at The Ticktin Law Group are afraid, or they know him to be evil. This is why from the Government. The county only has the right to
do not like to get involved in politics. As soon as I feel the need to speak out at this time. I know this impose its codes on land it “owns” only. Not on private
we endorse one side, we risk alienating everyone man. He is a lot of things, but he is not evil. He is a land, however, if you do not know the “right words” to
on the other side. Also, our lawyers and staff are, decent honest guy who loves this country, and who use they can “BULLY’ you into doing all that they want.
themselves, on both sides. Politics is not our game. is willing to sacrifice so much of what is left of his There are ways to protect yourself and YOU must find
However, Justice is! If you saw a guy get publicly life, because he knows that this country needs to be them before you become homeless and poor like me. If
smeared, and you knew him well from the days you fixed, and that it is going to require someone who can you do not “Claim”, “Demand”, and then “Defend” your
were friends and seniors together in high school, do the job. He just doesn’t see anything around him rights, the government will not honor your constitutional
if you knew him to be a decent and honest man, other than political hacks, so he is willing to take this rights. As a disavowed native who has all Indian rights
would you want to say something? This is why I huge responsibility. I’m not saying that he is the only removed and am ONLY governed by the Constitution,
need to share what I know. I was aghast at watching one who can do the job. My point is simply as to his it is doubly appalling as this means that the “founding
last night’s debate. It was a set-up. The moderators, motivation and his goodness. This next decade is go- fathers” of this land and all the wars, battles, slaughter,
Cruz, and Rubio were all like little alligators trying ing to be one of major changes. We all see the climate and genocide that was committed in order to create this
to take a bite out of Trump. Yes, Donald Trump has changing, and the world food supply is getting lower. country was done in vain. WE THE PEOPLE cannot alhad some failures, but he has been exceedingly suc- Our fish stock around the world is running low. Oil low this to be. Somehow we need to claim our freedoms
cessful. None of this came out. Instead, there was prices will cause countries to fail. The Middle East is under the Constitution before “We the People, of the
a general attack. Rubio simply makes up lies. He beyond repair, and we have become weak and ineffec- People, and for the People cease to exist. In the words
pretends that Trump has small hands and makes fun tive around the world. Donald Trump sees the issues of my ancestors “” head for the “Strong Hold” (i.e. your
of him for something which isn’t even real. He pre- and knows that he can assemble leaders who would constitutional rights), the soldiers are coming”, and for
tends that Donald wets his pants, and makes fun of have the best chance of fixing things. This is why he some of us they are already here.
him, as though it was true, and then he calls Donald is running. He does not need it for his own aggran- 			
Rocky Morales
Disclaimer: This paper does not ad- dizement. He doesn’t need another big
			
Zenia
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vocate or endorse any activities that
jet or to take up residence in the White
are in violation of Federal, State, or
Trinity County’s
Local laws. Title 17 U.S.C. section House. He just wants things to be fixed,
107: In compliance with Title 17
Real News Source
U.S.C. Section 107, TRINITY GA- and he knows that the politicians won’t
Address all mail to:
ZETTE is distributed free, without fix anything. I knew Donald Trump and
profit to those who have expressed
Editor, Diane Richards
a prior interest in receiving the in- was close to him in our senior year in
cluded information for research and high school. I just want you to know that
Trinity Gazette
educational purposes. All logos and
P O Box 501 trademarks in this site are property there is nothing to fear from him. His
of their respective owner. FAIR USE
character is as good as it gets. He is a paHayfork, Calif. 96041
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Trinity County Commercial Medical Marijuana Initiative

T

his initiative measure is submitted to the people in accordance with the provisions of Article II, Section 11 of the Constitution.
Whereas, California’s Medical Marijuana Regulation and Safety Act was signed into law this year to regulate the commercial
production of medical cannabis, the people of Trinity County do declare that guidelines be established at the county level to allow for an orderly transition for compliance with state statutes for the cultivation, distribution, manufacture, transportation and
sale of medical cannabis.
ection 1 - Agricultural operations including cannabis production may not be considered nuisances by the county when the
operations are conducted in a manner consistent with accepted local standards or with the best management practices established by the industry.
a) All cultivation sites will be permitted through the Trinity County Agricultural Commissioner to Trinity County residents only.
The Trinity County Agricultural Commissioner shall select three directors, from the permitted cultivators, to plan, organize,
direct and control these programs and each shall serve for a term of one year. No person shall ever be appointed without having had experience as a permitted Trinity County cultivator except for the first year. Those chosen for the first year must be a
resident and cultivator in Trinity County. Fees will consist of an annual fee of 0.35 cents per square foot with a maximum of
one acre for parcels of 5 acres or more; 0.25 acres for parcels from one to 4.99 acres. Five percent of these fees will be used for
Trinity County Department of Agriculture administrative costs and education on this issue. Seventy percent of these fees will
be collected and deposited into a Fire Fighter’s Fund (FFF) to be utilized to train, hire and certify Fire Hazard qualified
fire fighters contracted for each District to render medical aid to residents, suppress fires, and to reduce fuel loads via
shaded fuel break implementation in and around communities, and along all roads within the county borders. Monies
may be used for equipment and gear acquisitions for fire fighters and departments. Monies may not be used for broadcast burns. No monies are to be used for pensions. The Trinity County Fire Chiefs Commission will determine expenditures to be equitably allocated to each district based on District size, call volume and fuel loads. Each contracted fire
fighter will be given two years to complete training while employed full or part-time. Once all Fire Districts are well
staffed and equipped, each District will submit a plan to construct, staff and maintain a bio-mass processing center
which may comprise a co-generation plant to supply power to the local community, wood processing industries, composting, permaculture and other methods to reduce fuel loads and create jobs and small businesses. Each District may
contract for projects. Twenty-five percent of the fees will be used for an Agricultural Activities Fund (AAF) for after
school programs for all children through 17 years of age with an emphasis on agricultural activities to be mentored by
contracted senior citizens for monetary compensation and/or volunteers to help re-establish the county’s agricultural
culture and industry.
b) All certifications and inspections for land use compliance, environmental impact, water use and conservation will be provided by third party entities and such cost will be borne by the cannabis business owner in order to mitigate any financial impact to
the local government budget. All Commercial Medical Cannabis must be tested for chemical fertilizer, pesticides and mold
before being sold. Cannabis not tested and certified chemical, pesticide and mold free shall not be sold or auctioned commercially within Trinity County.
c) All water sources must be legal and show substantial water conservation methods employed. Water truck companies will be a
permissible and protected form of water source.
d) Testing raw and manufactured product is a necessary component of production and therefore, testing facilities may be licensed to operate in Trinity County.
e) The manufacture and processing of medicinal cannabis product may only include carbon dioxide or food grade alcohol extraction or other non-chemical and non-flammable processes approved by the Trinity Cannabis Commission. All cottage food
operations must be registered or permitted by the county environmental health agency before starting business. Processing
centers may be within agricultural or commercial zones. Manufacturing and processing on cultivation sites “within compliance”
shall be permissible.
f) Distribution and sales will include three dispensary licenses and five auction house licenses that may hold a minimum of 5
auctions monthly. Auction house licenses, distribution and sales (dispensary) licenses shall be one dispensary and/or auction
house per each 2500 or portion thereof of county residents. Licenses are non-transferrable and shall be issued to Trinity County
residents only. Licenses will be issued by the Trinity County Board of Supervisors in open public meetings. Licensing fees will
not exceed the direct cost of the licensing process. All licensees will bear the liability to vet all purchasers and bidders. Sales
may include “tasting centers” within agricultural zones. All sales shall include a fee of one percent (1%) of sale monies to go
to the Fire Fighter’s Fund (70%) and the Agricultural Activities Fund (30%) and an additional 0.5 percent (0.5%) if the product
is sold as Trinity Gold Seal label. The standards for the Trinity Gold Seal will be determined by a Trinity Gold Seal Cannabis
Commission elected by cultivators that hold all certifications for the Trinity Gold Seal Label standard. All cannabis product,
both raw and/or processed certified to be organically and/or naturally grown, and processed within Trinity County and tested
free from pesticides, herbicides and other detrimental agents, shall be allowed to utilize the Trinity County Gold Seal. The cost
to administrate the allocation of Trinity Gold Seal labels will be borne by the fees to participate in the program.
g) Transportation of raw and processed products shall be allowed throughout the county. The county shall reserve jurisdiction
over all roadways within the county. Transportation outside the county shall follow state statute.
h) No cannabis cultivation or production may occur within 1000 feet of a public school.
i) In the event that recreational cannabis is approved by the State of California for production and use, the above guidelines are applicable within Trinity County.
ection 2. If any provision of this measure or the application thereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid, that invalidity shall not affect other provisions or applications of the measure that can be given effect without the invalid provision or
application, and to this end the provisions of this measure are severable.

S
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Proponent: Diane Richards P. O Box 501 Hayfork, Ca 96041

On Your Team

A

s we move closer to choosing a path
for our country we must take the time
to evaluate what and why we think about
the State of the union that We the people
ordained. How did we come to the place
in our world that we felt the need to write
our Constitution? And do we or did we realize the path that our for-fathers embarked
upon. If you look back to the Magna Carta:
“The Great Charter of English Liberty,
Granted by King John at Runnymede, June
15, A.D. 1215”. King John of England
willed that “all free men of our realm, on
the part of ourselves and our heirs forever,
all the subjoined liberties, to have and to
hold, to them and to their heirs, from us
and from our heirs:” Five hundred and
fifty eight years later the English colonies
in America fought a war to be FREE. In
the year 1773 on December 16th, We the
people of the United States of America
said enough. With “The Boston Tea Party”
the Revolutionary War began. That war
ended in 1782 with the Battle of Yorktown
in September 1781; the British Parliament
voted to end offensive operations in North
America in early 1782. The Patriots, the
people, freed the people of the Kings will
and that jurisdiction devolved to each and
every American. We the people “do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America.” Means We the
people are the boss. And if we know the
Constitution and embrace it we have life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness. So,
keeping that history in mind today in our
world and our nation the very foundation
of the United States is under attack. The
people are under attack by the government
for fees, and fines, for licenses and fees to
exercise our rights and taxes without representation and more. The government we
put in place needs to change. We must become involved in the oath of office many

of us have taken to “support
and defend the Constitution
of the United States”. We
are from many walks of life
and from many places. Liberty is what brings people to
America. Liberty is defined in
Blacks Law Eighth Edition as:
1. Freedom from arbitrary
or undue external restraint,
esp. by a government <give
me liberty or give me death>.
2. A right, privilege, or immunity enjoyed by prescription or by grant; the absence
of a legal duty imposed on
a person <the liberties protected by the Constitution.
And: “[Liberty] denotes not
merely freedom from bodily
restraint but also the right
of the individual to contract,
to engage in any of the common occupations of life, to
acquire useful knowledge, to
marry, establish a home and
bring up children, to worship
God according to the dictates of his own conscience,
and generally to enjoy those
privileges long recognized at
common law as essential to
the orderly pursuit of happiness by free man.” Meyer v.
Nebraska, 262 U.S. 390,399,
43 S.Ct. 625, 626 (1923)
e have a duty to understand our place
and know that duty comes
with a responsibility to
know what those rights are
and how to reserve and enforce them. Together everyone accomplishes more and
we must in order to Support
and Defend our Constitution
know our Constitution and
be involved in running our
government. We must register to vote and vote after
studying the issues and our
Constitutions..

cannabis
cures
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Cannabis Oil
is a Highly
Effective WorldTvNews - Laboratory tests conducted in 2008
by team of scientists formed as a joint research effort
Natural between Spain France and Italy and published in the
Journal of clinical investigation showed that the active
in marijuana known as THC can function
Cancer Cure ingredient
as a cure for brain cancer by inducing human glioma

cell death through stimulation
of autophagy. What is amazing
is that while cannabinoids effectively target and kill cancer
cells they do not affect healthy
normal cells and may actually
protect them against cellular
death. Moreover cannabinoids
are also researched for their pain
modulation and anti-inflammatory abilities as they bind to special receptors in the brain much
like opiod derivatives that are
commonly prescribed today.
Further evidence to support the
effects of cannabis extract on
malignant cells comes from the
real life experience of individuals who have successfully overcome cancer by using cannabis
oil. Examples include a patient
who managed to completely
cure his skin cancer by simply
applying cannabis oil onto the
affected areas of the skin as
well as another who recovered
from a severe head injury. One

W

of the cannabinoids that have displayed amazing medical properties is cannabidiol or
CBD a non-psychoactive compound that is regarded by some as the medical discovery
of the 21st-century and with good reason. Research indicates CBD can relieve convulsions reduce inflammation, lower anxiety and suppress nausea while inhibiting cancer

The Trinity County North West
Chapter of The United States
Civil Defense Association would
like to invite you to learn to understand and apply your Constitutions. Our April Class will be
Saturday April 2, 2016 at 1:00
p.m. Reservation is required
before Tuesday March 29. Call
Captain Russell Griner at 530623-2931 or Captain Thomas
Fox at 530-739-8646 to register,
reserve your seat and for location
information.

On Your Team

Elect

development. In addition CBD has exhibited neuroprotective properties relieving symptoms of dystonia and proving just as effective as regular antipsychotics
in the treatment of schizophrenia. It is recommended to become fully informed
and to watch an excellent film on medical cannabis:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xhmfM3odRcE&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nLcc-DK_KXo&feature=player_embedded
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bPGhvWsv4WQ&feature=player_embedded

Thomas “Tom” Fox
530-739-8646

Your Trinity County District 2 Supervisor

Ted Cruz goes all-in for Monsanto
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Insults tens of millions of health-conscious Americans by calling them ‘anti science zealots’
By Mike Adams, the Health Ranger
(NaturalNews) U.S. presidential candidate and Texas
Senator Ted Cruz went
all-in for Monsanto on the
campaign trail in Iowa,
parroting Monsanto’s propaganda by proclaiming
that GMOs are feeding
the world while insulting
health-conscious consumers by equating support of
GMO labeling with “antiscience zealotry.” At the
Iowa Agricultural Summit,
Cruz revealed that he in effect fully supports the mass
poisoning of the American
people with hidden (unlabeled) GMOs, cancer-causing glyphosate herbicide,
farmer suicides caused by GMO crop failures and the
widespread genetic pollution unleashed by genetically
modified crops. “[W]e shouldn’t let anti-science zealotry shutdown the ability to produce low-cost quality
food for billions across the globe,” he stated, invoking a false claim that’s actually a widely disproven
Monsanto talking point. Hilariously, in making that
statement, Ted Cruz also implies that he is literate on
scientific issues. This alone is highly questionable. He
may be a brilliant constitutional scholar and student of
the law, but he knows next to nothing about the health
effects, environmental impacts and genetic pollution
risk of GM crops. He could start by reading Altered
Genes, Twisted Truth: How the Venture to Genetically
Engineer Our Food Has Subverted Science, Corrupted
Government, and Systematically Deceived the Public.
For the record, my own book, Food Forensics, comes
out this July and also covers GMOs and glyphosate.
Right to bear arms but not to accurate food labels
In choosing Monsanto over the health and food freedom of the American people, Ted Cruz joins Hillary
Clinton as a Frankenfood pusher who believes that
Americans should not only be fed cancer-causing
herbicide chemicals that are being banned all across
the globe; he also apparently believes that the American people have no right to know whether they’re even
eating toxic GMOs. As Natural News readers know
very well, I am a supporter of the Second Amendment
and believe that the right for law-abiding citizens to
acquire firearms shall not be infringed by government.
Ted Cruz agrees with this particular position, but he
opposes the right of citizens to have access to honest
food labels that describe the GMO content of the food
they’re buying. And in this, he is demonstrating his
disturbing failure to think with consistency. In effect,
Ted Cruz believes that Americans have the right to buy
a gun, but not to read a label. Apparently GMOs are
far more dangerous than guns in the mind of Ted Cruz,
because GMOs must be hidden from the public even
as guns are readily accessible. While people like Ted
Cruz routinely invoke the right of self defense against
violence as one justification for access to firearms, he
simultaneously denies the right of self defense against
chemical violence by failing to support the public’s access to accurate GMO labels. (You can have a GUN, in
other words, but you’re not allowed to have a LABEL.)
Even worse, he insults all those Americans who share
ever rising concerns over food pesticides, herbicides
and chemical contaminants that the scientific literature overwhelmingly proves can cause cancer. If only
guns could provide personal protection against pesticides, then Ted Cruz might find himself on the right
side of this argument... but that’s not how chemistry
works. Chemicals are insidious, slow, invisible killers
that commit violence on a cellular basis, day after day,
meal after meal, until the victim is rendered diseased
and ultimately dead. The primary defense against
chemical violence is CHEMICAL AVOIDANCE. And
that avoidance can only be achieved through the kind
of honest food labeling that Ted Cruz opposes... even
ridicules. Here’s a gun you can use to kill someone
else, Cruz might say to a citizen. “But we offer you no
defense against the chemicals in food that are killing
YOU.” Your right to self defense, in other words, ends

where Monsanto’s weedkiller profits begin. Ted Cruz,
it seems, is simultaneously opposed to criminal violence while wholly in support of
chemical violence. This stance is
self-contradictory. If you believe
in the right of self defense, then
you must believe in the right of
Americans to exercise informed
self defense against chemicals
that cause harm, too. And the
only way to exercise self defense
against the chemical violence
committed by the agrichemical
giants is to have access to honest,
accurate food labels that reveal
the genetically engineered content inside those products. It is
this access to accurate food labels
that Ted Cruz inexplicably opposes... even insults... in precisely
the same way the political left ridicules lawful gun
owners who seek an effective means of self defense
against criminal violence.
A violation of God and Biblical principles
Perhaps even worse than the betrayal of fundamental
constitutional principles of liberty, by going all-in for
Monsanto, Ted Cruz joins forces with the most evil
corporate entity on planet Earth. Because Ted Cruz
claims to be a supporter of Christianity, Biblical principles and God’s creation, his betrayal on GMOs is
far more than a political betrayal; it is spiritual treason against God. Monsanto has taken a corn crop that
was perfected through natural selective breeding by
early humans, then turned it into a food POISON that
damages the kidneys, liver and reproductive organs.
This is a treasonous act against humanity, Mother
Nature and even God. By supporting Monsanto, Ted
Cuz is openly encouraging a devious corporate entity
that systematically violates the laws of Mother Nature and believes that Man’s engineered (poisonous)
seeds are superior to God’s seeds that gave rise to
nutritious corn via natural selection (humans working in harmony with nature to gradually shape phenotype genetic expression of food crops). The imperialist pushing of GM corn, for example, has led
to the agricultural eugenics wipeout of diverse corn
species across Mexico. See Mexican farmers fight
to preserve 59 indigenous corn varieties against hostile GMO takeover.
It has simultaneously collapsed the
diversity of the seed supply in states
like Texas, where seed diversity for
home gardeners has plummeted
as biotech corporate giants bought
up seed companies and shut them
down. Not only does Monsanto seek
to overthrow Mother Nature’s seeds
with its own genetically engineered
seeds, it has aggressively sought to
dominate the intellectual property of
seeds that produce food for the entire
nation, incessantly acquiring patent monopolies over
many forms of food crops, food producing ranch
animals and agricultural chemicals. To put this into
Ted Cruz’s evangelical language, no servant of God
can side with Monsatan without committing spiritual
treason. By proclaiming his treacherous partnership
with Monsanto and the biotech industry, Ted Cruz
aligns himself more with the Devil than with God.
The Devil seeks power and domination over Man...
and so does Monsanto. The Devil operates out of
deviousness and deceit... and so does Monsanto.
The Devil wields power by fear, intimidation and
threats... and so does Monsanto. If this is Ted Cruz’s
partner in his quest for the highest position of power
in America, he is adamantly unqualified to lead any
man or nation into anything other than darkness and
destruction.
Ted Cruz abandons constitutional liberty and
joins the totalitarian agricultural establishment
Beyond the spiritual and political implications of his
siding with Monsanto, Ted Cruz has also abandoned
his constitutional principles of American liberty in
dismissing anti-GMO citizens who oppose deadly

herbicides and seed monopolies. Americans only possess
the liberty to choose what to eat when that liberty is made
possible by accurate food labeling. To side with Monsanto
is to join forces with the DARK Act proponents who seek
to crush all honest food labeling laws across America (such
as Vermont’s GMO labeling law, set to go live this summer). To deny consumers an informed choice is to deny
them liberty. And to deny them liberty is to entrap them
in a corporate-run system of food deception and systemic
chemical poisoning that can only accelerate the downfall of
this nation from disease, suffering and medical debt. Ted
Cruz’s future for America is a future full of cancer, crop
failures, starvation and disease, where corporations like
Monsanto own all the intellectual property of seeds, placing farmers into de facto indentured servitude, all while the
crony capitalist banksters pocket trillions in profits that are
invisibly stolen from the working class via fiat currency
money printing and fraudulent quantitative easing (currency debasement). It is a future wracked with poverty, suffering, disease and destitution, where America collapses into
a third world nation of impoverished sheeple who are all
systematically poisoned by insidious agriculture giants that
serve as the new donor class for political power. The corporate giants that dominate America’s food supply today
are nothing less than agricultural totalitarians, filled with
hatred for health-conscious consumers, clean food and food
transparency. Their enemies are food choice and truth in
labeling, and they operate via violent character assassins
and paid defamation mercenaries like Jon Entine, a devious
liar and disinformation slinger who has ties to the American
Enterprise Institute (AEI), the very same group of conservative thugs and haters of democracy who recently hosted
a desperate, secret meeting among wealthy globalists to try
to stop Donald Trump from getting elected.

Ted Cruz now has ties to both Goldman Sachs and
Monsanto, two of most destructive entities on the
planet-- No doubt the agricultural giants are now support-

ing Ted Cruz in precisely the same way the criminal central
banksters do, too. Via his wife, Ted Cruz also has ties to
Goldman Sachs, an entity that carries out global economic
arson and unbridled destruction that rivals the agricultural
and chemical destruction of Monsanto and the biotech industry. With these allies in his corner, Ted Cruz has become
the establishment he once claimed he would dismantle. He
has become an enemy of truth and health and an ally of
deception and death. He has sold his soul to Satan and demonstrated, for all the nation to see without question, that
when the American people are dying from the very cancers
that are caused by toxic glyphosate weedkiller and GMO
crops, Ted Cruz will side with the agrichemical giants that
are profiting from that poison. Ted Cruz, it now seems, has
become the Hillary Clinton of the right. Here are the pictures of the GMO poisoned and glyphosate poisoned rats
from the Seralini study: shocking findings in new GMO

study: Rats fed lifetime of GM corn grow horrifying tumors, 70% of females die early. DuPont study deliberately
hid toxic effects of GMOs fed to rats. Who’s left to vote
for? Bernie Sanders or Donald Trump! With both Hillary
Clinton and Ted Cruz now totally sold out to Monsanto,
there’s only one choice remaining in each of the two dominant political parties in America. Bernie Sanders is openly
supportive of GMO labeling. It’s his own state -- Vermont
-- that passed the nation’s only GMO labeling law that’s set
to become active in just a few months. Perhaps for this reason, Sanders has become a favorite among anti-GMO activists and clean food activists. (Sadly, they do not yet fully
grasp the economic destruction caused by socialism, but
that’s another topic for another website...) On the political
right, Donald Trump supports organic food but hasn’t yet
made a public position statement on Monsanto and GMO
labeling, so he’s a wild card in that arena but appears to
lean towards organic. (It’s just one of his many seemingly
centrist positions that could cross party lines and appeal to
many democrats.)
Whoever you vote for in the primaries or the general
election, don’t let it be Hillary Clinton (the Bride of
Frankenfood) or Ted Cruz (Monsatan’s Preacher). If
God won’t forgive either of these two people for their betrayal of humanity... you shouldn’t give them your vote,
either.

Why I Have Left the Movement
By John Kluge

Let me say up front that I am a life-long Republican and conservative. I have never voted for a Democrat in
my life and have voted in every presidential and midterm
election since 1988. I have never in my life considered myself anything but a conservative. I am pained to admit that
the conservative media and many conservatives’ reaction to
Donald Trump has caused me to no longer consider myself
part of the movement. I would suggest to you that if you
have lost people like me, and I am not alone, you might
want to reconsider your reaction to Donald Trump. Let me
explain why. First, I spent the last 20 years watching the
conservative media in Washington endorse and urge me to
vote for one candidate after another who made a mockery
of conservative principles and values. Everyone talks about
how thankful we are for the Citizens’ United decision but
seems to have forgotten how we were urged to vote for the
coauthor of the law that the decision overturned. In 2012,
we were told to vote for Mitt Romney, a Massachusetts
liberal who proudly signed an individual insurance mandate into law and refused to repudiate the decision. Before
that, there was George W. Bush, the man who decided it
was America’s duty to bring democracy to the Middle East
(more about him later). And before that, there was Bob
Dole, the man who gave us the Americans with Disabilities
Act. I, of course, voted for those candidates and do not regret doing so. I, however, am self-aware enough to realize
I voted for them because I will vote for virtually anyone to
keep the Left out of power and not because I thought them
to be the best or even really a conservative choice. Given
this history, the conservative media’s claims that the Republican party must reject Donald Trump because he is not
a “conservative” are pathetic and ridiculous to those of us
who are old enough to remember the last 25 years.
Second, it doesn’t appear to me that conservatives calling on
people to reject Trump have any idea what it actually means
to be a “conservative.” The word seems to have become a
brand that some people attach to a set of partisan policy
preferences, rather than the set of underlying principles
about government and society it once was. Conservatism
has become a dog’s breakfast of Wilsonian internationalism
brought over from the Democratic Party after the New Left
took it over, coupled with fanatical libertarian economics
and religiously-driven positions on various culture war issues. No one seems to have any idea or concern for how
these positions are consistent or reflect anything other than
a general hatred for Democrats and the Left.
Lost in all of this is the older strain of conservatism. The
one I grew up with and thought was reflective of the movement. This strain of conservatism believed in the free market and capitalism but did not fetishize them the way so
many libertarians do. This strain understood that a situation
where every country in the world but the US acts in its own
interests on matters of international trade and engages in
all kinds of skulduggery in support of their interests is not
free trade by any rational definition. This strain understood
that a government’s first loyalty was to its citizens and the
national interest. And also understood that the preservation
of our culture and our civil institutions was a necessity. All
of this seems to have been lost. Conservatives have become some sort of schizophrenic sect of libertarians who
love freedom (but hate potheads and abortion) and feel the
US should be the policeman of the world. The same people
who daily fret over the effects of leaving our society to the
mercy of Hollywood and the mass culture have somehow
decided leaving it to the mercies of the international markets is required.
Third, there is the issue of the war on Islamic extremism.
Let me say upfront that, as a veteran of two foreign deployments in this war, I speak with some moral authority on
it. So please do not lecture me on the need to sacrifice for
one’s country or the nature of the threat that we face. I have
gotten on that plane twice and have the medals and t-shirt
to prove it. And, as a member of the one percent who have
actually put my life on the line in these wars movement
conservatives consider so vital, my question for you and
every other conservatives is just when the hell did being
conservative mean thinking the US has some kind of a duty
to save foreign nations from themselves or bring our form
of democratic republicanism to them by force? I fully understand the sad necessity to fight wars and I do not believe
in “blow back” or any of the other nonsense that says the
world will leave us alone if only we will do that same. At
the same time, I cannot for the life of me understand how
conservatives of all people convinced themselves that the
solution to the 9-11 attacks was to forcibly create democracy in the Islamic world. I have even less explanations for
how — 15 years and 10,000 plus lives later — conservatives refuse to examine their actions and expect the country
to send more of its young to bleed and die over there to save
the Iraqis who are clearly too slovenly and corrupt to save
themselves.
The lowest moment of the election was when Trump said
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what everyone in the country knows: that invading Iraq
was a mistake. Rather than engaging the question with
honest self-reflection, all of the so called “conservatives”
responded with the usual “How dare he?” Worse, they let
Jeb Bush claim that Bush “kept us safe.” I can assure you
that President Bush didn’t keep me safe. Do I and the other
people in the military not count? Sure, we signed up to
give our lives for our country and I will never regret doing
so. But doesn’t our commitment require a corresponding
responsibility on the part of the president to only expect
us to do so when it is both necessary and in the national
interest? And since when is bringing democracy to Iraq and
Afghanistan so much in the national interest that it is worth
killing or maiming 50,000 Americans to try and achieve?
I don’t see that, but I am not a Wilsonian and used to, at
least, be a conservative. I have these strange ideas that my
government ought to act in America’s interests instead of
the rest of the world’s interests. I wish conservatives could
understand how galling it was to have a fat, rich, career
politician who has never once risked his life for this country lecture those of us who have about how George Bush
kept us safe.
Donald Trump is the only Republican candidate who
seems to have any inclination to act strictly in America’s
interest. More importantly, he is the only Republican candidate who is willing to even address the problem. Trump
was right to say that we need to stop letting more Muslims
into the country or, at least, examine the issue. And like
when he said the obvious about Iraq, the first people to
condemn him and deny the obvious were conservatives.
Somehow, being conservative now means denying the obvious and saying idiotic fantasies like “Islam is the religion
of peace,” or “Our war is not with Islam.” Uh, sorry but no
it is not, and yes it is. And if getting a president who at least
understands that means voting for Trump, then I guess I am
not a conservative.
Fourth, I really do not care that Donald Trump is vulgar,
combative, and uncivil and I would encourage you not to
care as well. I would love to have our political discourse
be what it was even thirty years ago and something better
than what it is today. But the fact is the Democratic Party is
never going to return to that and there isn’t anything anyone can do about it. Over the last 15 years, I have watched
the then-chairman of the DNC say the idea that President
Bush knew about 9-11 and let it happen was a “serious
position held by many people,” watched the vice president
tell a black audience that Republicans would return them
to slavery if they could, watched Harry Reid say Mitt Romney was a tax cheat without any reason to believe it was
true, and seen an endless amount of appalling behavior on
the part of the Democrats which is too long to list here and
which I am sure you are aware. And now you tell me that I
should reject Trump because he is uncivil and mean to his
opponents? Is that some kind of a joke? This is not the time
for civility or to worry about it in our candidates.
Fifth, I do not care that Donald Trump is in favor of big
government. That is certainly not a virtue but it is not a
meaningful vice since the same can be said of every single
Republican in the race. I am sorry but the “we are just one
more Republican victory from small government” card is
maxed out. We are not getting small government no matter
who wins. So Trump being big government is a wash.
Sixth, Trump offers at least the chance that he might act in
the American interest instead of the world’s interest or in
the blind pursuit of some fantasy ideological goals. There
is more to economic policy than cutting taxes, sham free
trade agreements, and hollow appeals to “cutting government” and the free market. Trump may not be good, but he
at least understands that. In contrast, the rest of the GOP and
everyone in Washington or the media who calls themselves
a conservative has no understanding of this. Rubio would
be — as Laura Ingram pointed out this week — nothing but
a repeat of the Bush 43 administration with more blood and
treasure spent on the fantasy that acting in other people’s
interests indirectly helps ours. Cruz might be somewhat
better, but it is unclear whether he could resist the temptations of nation building and wouldn’t get bullied into trying it again. And as much as I like Cruz on many areas he,
like all of them except Trump, seems totally unwilling to
admit that the government has a responsibility to act in the
nation’s interests on trade policy and do something besides
let every country in the world take advantage of us in the
name of “free trade.” Consider the following. Our country
is going broke, half its working-age population isn’t even
looking for work, faces the real threat of massive Islamic
terrorist attack, and has a government incapable of doing
even basic functions. Meanwhile, conservatives act like
cutting Planned Parenthood off the government or stopping
gays from getting marriage licenses are the great issues of
the day and then have the gumption to call Donald Trump
a clown. It would be downright funny if it wasn’t so sad
and the situation so serious. It is not that I think Donald
Trump is some savior or an ideal candidate. I don’t. It is
that I cannot for the life of me — given the sorry nature of
our current political class — understand why conservatives

are losing their minds over him and are willing to destroy
the Republican Party and put Hillary into office to stop him.
All of your objections to him either apply to many other
candidates you have backed or are absurd. I don’t expect
you to agree with me or start backing Trump. I would, however, encourage you to at least think about what I and others
have said and to understand that the people backing Trump
are not nihilists or uneducated hillbillies looking for a job.
Some of us are pretty serious people and once considered
ourselves conservatives. Even if you still hate Trump, you
owe it to conservatism to ask yourself how exactly conservatism managed to alienate so many of its supporters such
that they are now willing to vote for someone you loath
as much as Trump. I would also encourage you to stop
insulting Trump voters. Multiple conservative journalists
— Kevin Williamson to name one — have said, in so many
words, that Trump supporters are welfare queens, losers,
uneducated, and bums. I am a Trump supporter. My father
is a Trump supporter. We both went to war for this country.
My father spent 40 years in the private sector maintaining
this thing we like to call the phone system. I have spent the
last 20 years in the Army and toiling away doing national
security and law enforcement issues for the federal government. Just what exactly have any of the people saying these
things ever done for the country? Where do they feel entitled to say these things? And more importantly, why on
earth do they think it is helping their cause? I am sorry, even
if you can convince me Trump is the next Hitler, I don’t
want to be associated with that. I don’t want to be associated with a movement that calls other Americans bums and
welfare queens because they support the wrong candidate.
If I wanted to do that, I would be a leftist.
Perhaps none of this means anything to you and the movement has left me behind. If it has, I think conservatives
should understand that it is leaving a lot of people like me
behind. I can’t see how that is a good thing.

STUNNING New Pentagon Email Should
Disqualify Hillary Clinton for President
continued from pg 1

Hillary Clinton’s top deputies to offer military help, ac-

cording to an email obtained by Judicial Watch. The revelation appears to contradict testimony Defense Secretary
Leon Panetta gave lawmakers in 2013, when he said there
was no time to get forces to the scene in Libya, where four
Americans were killed, including U.S. Ambassador to Libya Christopher Stevens. “I just tried you on the phone but
you were all in with S [apparent reference to then-Secretary
of State Hillary Clinton],” reads the email, from Panetta’s
chief of staff Jeremy Bash. “After consulting with General
Dempsey, General Ham and the Joint Staff, we have identified the forces that could move to Benghazi. They are spinning up as we speak.” Ironically, Hillary Clinton and her
minions were concerned with spinning the story instead of
gearing up the military forces. The email was sent out at
7:19 p.m. ET on Sept. 11, 2012, in the early stages of the
eight-hour siege that also claimed the lives of Foreign Service Information Management Officer Sean Smith and two
former Navy SEALs, Ty Woods and Glen Doherty, private
CIA contractors who raced to the aid of embattled State Department workers. Although the email came after the first
wave of the attack at the consulate, it occurred before a
mortar strike on the CIA annex killed Woods and Doherty.
“This leaves no doubt military assets were offered and ready
to go, and awaiting State Department signoff, which did not
come,” Judicial Watch, a nonprofit government watchdog
said in a statement. Parts of the email from Bash were redacted before release, including details on what military
forces were available.

So there it is. Panetta and Hillary LIED to the American
public over and over, and the media never pressed them
enough to demand answers. The clincher? This information has been available since a month after the attack.
But as Judicial Watch notes: The Obama administration
and Clinton officials hid this compelling Benghazi email
for years,” said Judicial Watch President Tom Fitton.
“The email makes readily apparent that the military
was prepared to launch immediate assistance that
could have made a difference, at least at the CIA Annex. The fact that the Obama Administration withheld this email for so long only worsens the scandal of
Benghazi.” Meanwhile, the White House today declared
leading GOP presidential candidate Donald Trump disqualified to be president in light of his call for a temporary halt on Muslims entering the United States — at
least, “until our country’s representatives can figure out
what is going on.” This, in the name of protecting American citizens from a very real terror threat — enemies
who have revealed themselves and openly declared the
refugee crisis a war tactic.

Now, you tell me who’s
actually disqualified to be president?

USDA caught suppressing science
on pesticides that are killing bee
pollinators

By Jennifer Lea Reynolds - Natural News
Much of the way things operate in the world today is
based on the notion that if you speak the truth, you’ll
receive some serious criticism. At the very least, people will look at you like a deer in the headlights, confused as to why you’re not embracing what’s really
right. What’s really right, of course, is the way others
want you to think and act – “others” unfortunately
being the likes of Big Pharma, greedy organizations
and bully-like people. One example of this “do-as-Isay” mentality comes from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture (USDA), who is up in arms over the fact
that its top scientist engaged in neonicotinoid pesticide (neonics) research about bees, which was ultimately widely-published and well-received. Surely,
had the research suggested that neonics were A-okay
for bees, the USDA wouldn’t have taken issue with
the findings. However, the scientist, Dr. Jonathan
Lundgren, showed that not only are neonic coatings
on corn and soy seeds troublesome for bees, but they
don’t provide a significant benefit to farmers either.
It’s for this reason that, according to Dr. Lundgren,
the USDA started to harass him, attempted to keep
him hush-hush on the topic, and even tried to disrupt
his involvement with other projects. He was even given a two-week suspension. In response to the bizarre
USDA reactions, he filed a whistleblower complaint,
suggesting that the USDA brushes scientific evidence
under the carpet for their own gain. Jeff Ruch, executive director of Public Employees For Environmental
Responsibility (PEER), feels that the USDA’s reactions stem from the fact that Dr. Lundgren’s research
wouldn’t have sat well with stockholders. Therefore,
his findings set the USDA in panic mode, causing
them to treat the scientist, who worked at the USDA
Agriculture Research Service in South Dakota for
11 years, unfairly. “We think the USDA is reflecting
complaints from corporate stakeholders,” says Ruch.
“This research is drawing consternation, which flows
down the USDA chain of command to the researchers doing the work.” Also coming to the defense of
Dr. Lundgren is the Pesticide Action Network (PAN).
“Intimidation and harassment of USDA ARS scientists doing critical research on pesticides, genetically
engineered crops, and our food and farming system
cannot be tolerated. USDA must stop the censoring
of USDA scientists’ research. The agency should immediately revise its Scientific Integrity Policy to put
an end to this suppression.” What’s it going to take?
Even the EPA came out with study mentioning that
pesticides harm honeybees For crying out loud, even
the EPA – not quite an organization thought to have
people’s best interests at heart – has come forward
with its first scientific risk assessment study involving neonicotinoids and bees. Guess what? It mentions a “significant effect” between neonicotinoids
and a diminishing honeybee population. Time and
again, it’s been proven that the honeybee population
must be preserved, not harmed through the use of
pesticides. Honeybees are a vital part of the environment; raw, unfiltered, organic honey boosts intestinal
tract health, fills your body with antioxidants, and
helps ease allergies, to name just a few healing health
benefits.

After Muslim Truckers Refuse to
Deliver Beer … Obama Does the
Unbelievable

by Bill Callen
Barack Obama just sided with Muslims to enforce
Islamic Sharia Law on an American business, leaving many outraged and two Fox News anchors absolutely stunned. Two Muslim truck drivers — former
Somali “refugees” — refused to make deliveries of
beer to stores for their employer. So they were understandably fired. They claimed it was a violation of
their religious beliefs — even though Islam bars only
the consumption of alcohol. And, as the employer
pointed out, the workers knew they would have to
deliver alcohol before they took the job. So guess
what Barack Obama did. He SUED the employers
on behalf of the pair, Mahad Abass Mohamed and
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discrimination. Obama’s Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) represented them travel season, a 23-year-old Nigerian Muslim, Umar
in the case, providing tens of thousands of taxpay- Farouk Abdulmutallab, boarded Northwest Airlines
er dollars in legal support, judicial filings and court Flight 253, with explosives packed in his underwear and
appearances against the employer who was hope- the hopes of slaughtering 290 travelers flying on Christlessly outgunned by the Federal government. And mas Day from the Netherlands to Detroit, Michigan. Pasthis week the Muslims were awarded a stunning sengers subdued the jihadist and he was arrested, thwart$240,000 by a jury, presided over by an Obama ing the plot.
appointee who stunned analysts by allowing the After the attempt, Haney writes, President Barack Obama
case to go forward at all. Fox News hosts Megyn “threw the intelligence community under the bus for its
Kelly and Andrew Napolitano were flabbergasted: failure to ‘connect the dots,’ saying that it was not a fail“The Obama administration actually represented ure to collect the intelligence that could have stopped the
the two Muslims in this case. But has sometimes attack, but rather “‘a failure to integrate and understand
taken a very different position in the case of Chris- the intelligence that we already had.’”…Further, many
tians trying to assert their religious beliefs.” She were infuriated “because we knew his administration had
then said to Fox News senior judicial analyst An- been engaged in a bureaucratic effort to destroy the raw
drew Napolitano: “So in the case of the Muslim material — the actual intelligence we had collected for
truck drivers, the Obama administration through years, and erase those dots. The dots constitute the intelthe EEOC is all in.“This is what they said: ‘We ligence needed to keep Americans safe, and the Obama
are proud to support the rights of workers to equal administration was ordering they be wiped away.“
treatment in the workplace without having to sac- Just one month before the attempted attack, Haney said,
rifice their religious beliefs or practices; it’s fun- his DHS supervisors ordered him to either delete or moddamental to the American principles of religious ify the records for several hundred people tied to Islamist
freedom and tolerance.’“But when it comes to the terror organizations, including Hamas, from the Treasury Enforcement Communications System, the federal
Christian bakers, it’s not as fundamental.”
database. Those records give DHS the ability to “conNapolitano was equally perplexed:
“That’s correct. It’s unfortunate when the govern- nect dots,” explained Haney, and every day, the agency’s
ment interferes in a private dispute over religious Custom and Border Protection officials use the database
views, and takes sides, and chooses one religion while watching people who are associated with known
over another.” To their point, the Christian owners terrorist affiliations to watch for patterns that could inof “Melissa’s Sweet Cakes” were fined $135,000 dicate a pending attack. “Enforcing a political scrubbing
by the state of Oregon for refusing to bake a wed- of records of Muslims greatly affected our ability to do
ding cake for a lesbian couple. And Kentucky clerk that,” said Haney. “Even worse, going forward, my colKim Davis was jailed for refusing to issue same- leagues and I were prohibited from entering pertinent information into the database,” he wrote. And even weeks
sex marriage licenses.
Napolitano offered an explanation for the adminis- after the attempted Christmas Day attack, Haney said,
he was still being ordered to delete and scrub terrorists’
tration’s interest in the Muslim truck driver case:
“The way the feds intervened … they wanted this records, making it more difficult to connect dots in the
case because they wanted to make the point that future.
So, while Obama goes out and publicly claims that
they’ve now made.”
The U.S. Government and the courts can’t legally Muslims have nothing to do with terrorism, his minions
have one set of laws for Christians and another set are dutifully going behind the scenes and ensuring that
of laws for Muslims and other religious groups. all proof of Muslim terror ties is scrubbed from the ofBut now they do. Obama’s actions and this court’s ficial records. Do you think this constitutes treason? Or
ruling throws into relief that not all Americans are at the very least grounds for impeachment?
legally recognized as possessing religious liberty
and freedom of conscience. As George Orwell
might put it, Obama has now established that Muslims are more equal than Christians in America.

Commercial Cannabis
Cultivation Initiative to
DHS Whistleblower Claims Obama Circulate Countywide
Admin Ordered Destruction of All
Records Tied to This – America is
in Real Danger

Former Department of Homeland Security official, Patrick Haney, has just come out with claims
that he and other members of DHS staff were
ordered by the Obama administration to destroy
all the records in a federal database that showed
links between suspected jihadists and Islamic terror groups.
Haney claims that Obama officials made a practice of “enforcing a political scrubbing of records
of Muslims.” He also provided insight into how
this practice has placed the U.S. in increased danger of terror attacks.
Newsmax reports that,
“After leaving my 15-year career at DHS, I can
no longer be silent about the dangerous state of
America’s counter-terror strategy, our leaders’
willingness to compromise the security of citizens for the ideological rigidity of political correctness—and, consequently, our vulnerability
to devastating, mass-casualty attack,” the former
employee, Patrick Haney, wrote in an explosive
column that was published late Friday on The
Hill website.
Haney alleges that the Obama administration has
been “engaged in a bureaucratic effort” to destroy
the raw material and intelligence the Department
of Homeland Security has been collecting for
years, leaving the United States open to mass-casualty attacks.
His story starts in 2009, when during the holiday
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them to do the fuel load reductions needed around
every community. Twenty-five percent of those fees
collected will also be designated for after school agricultural activities for all children in Trinity County.
This will give students skills as well as revive a agricultural society to Trinity County. Experts have forecasted that if Trinity County voters adopt this measure, sales may increase to $5 billion a year which
would result in approximately $65 million a year
for the Fire Districts and after school program. That
would buy a lot of firefighting equipment and mean
many new well-paying jobs and businesses. One of
the key factors of the initiative is that all commercial cannabis sold in Trinity County must be certified
and tested as grown in an organic environmentally
sustainable manner thus protecting the environment
and establishing a brand for Trinity cannabis. If the
State of California becomes a legal recreational cannabis state, the same county production guidelines
will apply as per the initiative and will eliminate the
possibility of large corporate cultivation within Trinity as may very well happen in Central Valley. Trinity
County can begin to prosper once again and lead the
way for production of a product in demand across the
world in a safe and sustainable manner. if the voters
accept this plan.

Hyampom:
High on Pie!
T

Lewiston Hit
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Was
it bang? Missing 76 er residing next to the
By Larry Parker
lewiston sewage facility/was it almost a sometimes OK
place to do ‘deals’?.Jan 8 was a very heavy black raining night monday and
recall since 2 weeks after the fact hearing 4 or 5 rapid shots one of those nights
say 10 to 1am. 40 S&W a favorite criminal elites/untouchables/family lohe Hyampom Pie Auction bencally but a 357* 90 grain hp @ 2200 fps woulda left no cases on the ground/balefit for the Hyampom Commulistic ferocity paralyzing the intended target with a miss or two/dead heart
nity Center is truly one of the best if
no bloodhound and also scaring off any immediate investigation al pursuit.
not THE best events in Trinity County
Context
is advertised: one deputy to cover the county/nightfall... Occasional
one could hope
nightly shots are a the norm about the subdivision. Hear there and read (Trinto attend! ApTop winning bid
ity Gazette) say is that he/MIA helped to get Wayne Carlson fired off a 60k
proximately 125
was
people showed
a year job at the sewage plant...who also had a large grow interest? A tail on
up for the free
donkey hard to pin w/o evidence to convince a jury.
$370 for the
delicious
and
Apparent Over view is now we in lewiston can contemplate local contacts
delicious
perfectly preare present to kill outright ‘offending’ citizens/’good guys’ included. I’ll intimate
pared dinner of
Red Velvet
you too many of these culture provocateurs work relentlessly in close conRosemary BBQ
cert to preserve, protect and enhance their culture of control, intimidation, easy
Cake decorated
chicken, Italian
money
and adventures in a wide horizon illegal or unethical pursuits. Born
Pasta salad and
with strawberries!
is
sin, come on in. More. A Brilliant and Brazen tactical maneuver.
Italian garden
Lewistons’ Turnpike road residential burn down with death in FEB 2012 the
salad along with
24th. My estimation/that was a 3 am sat morning carefully planned arson as 1) 5
free wine and
lemonade! Aucam pass buys weekly by local workers to 299 construction East would have
tioneer Thomas
caught the blaze 2) occupant had burned himself severely a week previously and
Loop was liter3) was seen friday evening Moose LOdge nearly dead drunk. The backyard
ally exhausted selling off 49 pie entries
porch littered with 24 oz 8% alcohol cans I recovered week before he died recyfor a $7,760 bonanza for the night. The
cling there. The fiery death of that 49 years ex-carpenter/alcoholic, (back inhighest selling item was a red velvet cake
side door to kitchens exit blocked by washing machine), uphill from the old river
decorated with strawberries masqueradbridge and market. This was an extremely strategic residence at the 15mph
ing as a pie. As each pie was sold, it was
narrowing. I rebuilt detailed painted and architecturally improved portions
then delivered promptly to the winner
this .91 ac 40k valued residence from 2008 to 2011. The transformational
who took a slice then passed it on! Needenhancements
were the pride of Lewiston. Location is everything and the place
less to say by the end of the night, the entire room was filled with starry eyed folks... high on
was
a
too
good
looking fixer up done right. I could nearly spit/offer a beer
pie... with their bellies full of the love and goodness that graced Hyampom that night.
from the covered road side deck to any vehicle passing by and easily profile the
occupants be it sheriff, outta town boom boxing 20 somethings, local growers of repute, etc...) This contrasted across the street sad decline, overgrown and
long vacant cottage of 4 ac. A former sheriff’s garden, unloved for decades
with simerly held 2 ac dual residential property adjacent and down road. Who’s
claim is reported to be ‘you acquire property and not sell it in Lewiston’?
The lesson to me/visible for years indicates a power exemplified play by the
drug presence locally reactionaries to eliminate/degrade by any means
Thru arson/murder those whose visible tactics, confrontational style, strategic
significance or mere liberty life and the pursuit of happiness thwart their
goals. Linger long like that and any and all will be targeted by a ceaseless reservoir of cultivated and persuaded ‘hatchet persons’ of every conceivable
method of social or physical impairment in Trinity County. And long before
time takes its own toll. I warn you Methamphetamine, many more neurons
firing locally promoted and drug of accellerant necessity in Syria by too many
combatants on every side. Ahh,so-what to do with Peace by any means for
the few at the expense of many leaderless masses. Well locally, given a windy
rainy dark nights with a compelling detail outside? I’ve worn a not too
dusty flack vest my handy vietnam helmet sling-ed 12 slug gun (lead
BB’s possible 1st round rock salt) and a holstered 45 govt auto. After the
January social downgrade above, were I reside, and more expert/ 63 years that
45 be loaded hammer back. No safety allowed for me. That’s Tit for tat and
a cold comfort also for way too frequent lion uphill tactical maneuvers caught
in proximity to my leashed Chihuahua more than 75 yards off paved road in
forest around dusk. Just an aftermath adjustment and a memory lingers permanent across Lewiston Park few hundred yards distant linking those rapid
gunshots with circumstances of his disappearance. Our Lewiston’s MIA was
removed by reported wheel barrow hole in his wood fence on an equally
dark and heavy rainy night. Pair of Chihuahuas and he’d still be alive to day as I
assume he kept his biggerisnotbetter dogs inside/heavy mud rain to investigate a staged disturbance exterior that drew him out into an ambush of import to
an evil agenda on the move in this town, this county particularly and this nation.

footnoted: Cal dispensary marijuana market is a very small fraction of black market
growers have been selling into...IRS prosecutions to follow with 3949-A.
‘We’ gave them an inch and they have taken a mile in Lewiston.
Member NRA Get well get well regulated/make yourbattlefreedom.
* silencer/pro hit job-my guesstimate

HAYFORK
VFW POST
Breakfast Fundraiser
Every 3rd Saturday
8 - 11 am
Delicious eggs, bacon, biscuits & gravy, pancakes,
orange juice, toast &
coffee served to order!
NOW RECRUITING

CANNABIS
MEETING SUNDAY
MAR 27th- 1pm
HAYFoRK TRADING POST - HWY 3
ATTEND TO HAVE A VOICE
CALIF canNabis voice TRINITY

call for details:
650-296-2169

food & drinkS served

